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ABSTRACT

By geometrizing Mach's Universe, we derive the most

rational form of a Lagrangian which we, hence, call Universal.

It contains both linear and nonlinear terms of the scalar

curvature R, with constant coefficients which underlie a

certain physical meaning. The metric derivable from this

Lagrangian is believed to be far advanced from those derived

from general relativity. A wave equation describing the

overall evolution of the Universe is obtained and discussed.
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Einstein's general relativity (GR) is empirically tested to be the

most successful model of gravitation. Its mathematical structure is highly

aesthetic and simple. In spite of that, its strong field description is

quite controversial. Namely, it predicts the fall of its own laws in the

end of the strong energy spectrum. Moreover, the theory is so isolated from

the mainstream of physical laws, that all attempts at subjecting it to

quantization lead to no real success.

Therefore, it is believed that if the defectiveness of Einsten's

model can be averted, the theory will be amenable to quantization. The most

reliable modification of fiR aiming to remedy its pathological behaviour in

L.he strong gravity, is the Lagrangian approach in which the Lagrangian

contains both linear and nonlinear terms of the scalar curvature R. Such

Lagrangians had been constructed by different authors [l] , who, being

motivated by the electromagnetic analogy had proposed quadratic Lagrangians
by

as a basis of their theory. The improvements made/Kilmister [2] and by

Yang [3| as well as by Muller et al. [4_| and recently by A. Tahir [5] in

this respect, indicate that the formulation of a quantizable theory of

gravitation should stem from the nonlinear form of the Lagrangian.

In this paper starting from Mach's principle on universal gravitation,

we derive a very general nonlinear form of the Lagrangian which we, hence,

call universal. without a priori imposing any conditions on the Lagrangian

structure, as is usually done, our form turns to contain constant coefficients

and parameters underlying certain physical meanings. We hopefully think

that these constants-parameters may be looked to as classical limits of

quantum mechanical values.

By employing such a Lagrangian we were able to obtain elsewhere f6],

an advanced metric of gravity in which the afore-stated setbacks of GR are

avoidable. But, here, without specifying a certain gravitating mass we shall

consider how our universal (generalized) Lagrangian can describe the global

evolution of the entire cosmos.
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II. GE0MET3IZATI0N OF MACH'S UNIVERSE

As the geometrical description of Einstein's model is verified to be

quite successful in weak gravity, we hence require that any viable strong-

field modification of GR should be made only within the frame of Riemannian

geometry. Thus, we also require that the resulting equations should be

reducible to 'hose of GR, and hence to Newtonian limit in the weak field,

and to Minkowskiari flat space in the absence of gravitation. To satisfy

these requirements we recall the following free—field generalized gravita-

tional equations of the 4th differential order in the metric tensor

components g ; i.e. ,,,

( 1 )

-1
which, if contracted by f^v -(g * , yields the following wave equation

with a nonvanishing source;

in 2 -I +. 1L

(2)

where eL =<£CR) is the general Lagrangian and the prime means differen-

tiation by the scalar curvature R =g R , and where the semi-colon

signifies the covariant differentiation with regard to the coordinates.

The Einstein ten nor is denoted "by

(3)

and the invariant D'Alembertian by
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Eq.(l) had been first obtained by Lanczos [7|, and recently derived

by us !5|. employing a more general variational principle. They reduce to

Einstein's equations 0 = 0 by setting %,- R, i.e. by ignoring the non-

linear terms of the Lagrangian, which, we aa&ume, represent the strong

gravity.

On the other hand, according to Mach's principle, the inertial masses

of elementary particles represent the interactions of these particles with

a long-range field $ , coupled to the mass density of the Universe. To

account for this, Brans-Dicke-Jordan (BDJ) modification [81 of Einstein's

equations, reads

(4)

where m a dimensionless coupling constant which when tends to °° •

K'l-C*) educeJ to Einstein's equations C^u - 0.

Now in view of the common features of (1) and (4) the former can be

interpreted as BDJ - type equation. The R.H. side of Eq.(l) will

represent the contribution brought in by the zero mass scalar field R

coupled to them and satisfying the wave equation (2).

This situation, while explaining why BDJ theory gained the best

reputation after Einstein's model, will suggest that modifying GR by

deriving generalized field equations is equivalent to introducing an

auxiliary massless scalar field. In other words^ such a modification is

looked to as an embodiment of this auxiliary field in Riemannian geometry.



Since (1) is constructed solely from geometrical objects we consider

this modification as a geometrization of" the long-range field of Hach' s

Universe. Doing so, we maintain the validity of the principle of equivalence

by avoiding the duality between p- and 4 -fields of the scalar-tensor

theories which violates this principle in the absence of gravity.

Ill THE UNIVERSAL LAGRANGIAN

Further, since both equations reduce to those of GE; (l) as •!/.-* R,

and (4) as m -*• ™> we would suggest that a finite value of u should

correspond to the nonlinear term of the Lagrangian. The similarity between

(l) and (I4) also Indicates that R - and <(• - fields are linearly

connected so one can assume that

fc= - (5)

where C is a real positive constant and the parameter Kfro N will account

for the nonlinear part of the Lagrangian.

By using (5) the term-by-term comparison between (l) and (4) yields

and
0 D

(6)

(7)

(8)

Hence the following form for the general Lagrangian results;

(9)

where n and y are real constants and 6 is identified with the inverse
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of the gravitational, constant G times 16 u SO that the correct Newtonian

limit is secured, i.e.

0 =

and the coefficient a is given by

We call the expression (9) the Universal Lagrangian which we believe,

constitutes the most general classical form mathematically derived from

correct relations based on the validity of Riemannian geometry and Mach's

principle. This Lagrangian has the advantage of having a self-emerging

linear term ensuring the correct Newtonian limit. Such a term is usually
2

added forcibly '.o the R term to avoid bad behaviour of the metric at that

limit. The constant coefficient vary with the parameter ID to make pre-

dominant this or that term.

As quantum effects are presumably connected to the nonlinear part of

'•v , this gives indication that to has a quantum origin. We notice that

when the Lagrangian (9) is reduced to Einstein's Lagrangian °£ = R , the

constants depending on to disappear from the resulting equations, whilst

the effect of <» on R will be manifest for the nonlinear form of 0, .

Further by virtue of (6) and (7) we can obtain the following

alterative expression for the Lagrangian;

(12)

with X a constant coefficient.

The requirement that (9) and (12) should be equal will impose certain

relationship between the ;onstant coefficients « , r, to the value of " .

For instance, if w = 0, we get
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>o (n)

(lit)

(15)

Such restrictions corresponds to the following form of the Lagrangian

with a quadratic :~cr--:i; i.e.

+ "*(<>) (16)

By (13) and (14) this reduces to

(17)

This form can describe weak field as well as strong fields gravity

when employed in a metric derived from E'î .tl). In such a metric, the

contribution of the quadratic term will be predominant in the vicinity of a

given strong gravitational centre, whereas the linear term will take over

beyond that region.

IV. STABILITY CONDITION

By setting in (16)

(18)

(19)

-"X

the following form of the Lagrangian yields

(20)

(21)

This choice has been investigated by Barrow and Ottewill |_9 I where

they proved a condition for the stability of the general relativistic De

Sitter and Friedman solutions within the generalized theory.

To secure the stability of these solutions the coefficient a is

required to be negative.

This condition is already satisfied in our Lagrangian due to the

positiveness of the coefficient X in (13) and (IS). T M s implies that

setting uj a 0, which causes dt to be quadratic and « ^0) = * to be

positive will serve as a condition for stability of the cosmological

solutions. Equivalently the relationship (15) between the coefficients a>

S ^nd Y constitutes this condition, since by applying it in (21) one gets

<o (22)

is positive.

V. THE COSMIC EVOLUTION

By further exploiting (6) and (8) we obtain the fo1lowing expression

(23)

which can be regarded as a wave equation with a nonvanishing source term.

It. <'on:'.1.itute:-, a condition on any Lagrangisn of any dynamical system in

relation to the scalar curvature R. it also relates the space geometry
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'-haracterized by R to the gravitational energy represented by the Lagrangian

, and transmitted through the space according to (23).

By denoting

(24)

and (25)

we get

(26)

where ^ a certain wave function, G(R) represents the source, and

the background density in the Universe.

We note that because of the nonloealizability of a certain gravitating

centre for the whole universe, the entire distribution of matter within the

space-time manifold is serving as the source of gravitation.

Generally, the varying nature of the wave equation which describes a

dynamical process necessitates theexirtence ,f a definitely allocated source

in the space. But because in our case, the entire space-time continuum is

coherently connected with matter distribution, we interpret (26) as

describing the evolution of the universe. If this evolution is traced

back along the time dimension, it would have conversed to the maximum initial

concentration of matter, when and where, possibly, the Big Bang could have

taken place.

Moreover, by using the universal Lagrangian (9) in (25), the following

expression for G(R) yields, f\ i

1 1 . , l

«»} J J (2?)

For .' = 0 , i n v iew o f ( 1 0 ) , ( 1 3 ) , (14) and (15) t h i s f u n c t i o n becomes ,

(28)

Since |Y(0)| can be assumed to represent the matter density p = TQ of a

ass we can set.

(29)

The negative sign signifies that, here, we consider the influence of

the mass of a given particle on the surrounding universe, which can be

identified with the influence of this mass on itself taken with the opposite

sign.

If we set G = G we obtain Einstein's equation

R^ - sn&To (30)

It means that G can be interpreted as the gravitational constant

G. In general the function G(R) defined by (27) will be depending on the

curvature B and on the value of the parameter ID « The possible divergence

of this function at certain value of ID can be interpreted as due to the

nonlocalizability of the field source.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The coefficient y (») which arised from the cosmological terms of

Kfj.O-0, represents the influence of the entire distribution of matter

in the Universe on a given mass, whereas the coefficient a to ) represents

the contribution brought by this mass into its surrounding. In the vicinity

of a strongly gravitating matter, say, neutronic star, the influence of

y {D> } on the mass is cancelled by the strong influence due to a (to) . That

means, owing to relation (15) the increase of Y(H>) causes a (ui) to

decrease and viceversa. The negative sign In this relation implies the

counteraction when the influence of either a or Y overcomes the other's.

This explains the cancellation of y -term by K in (15) in the strong

field domain.

The parameter-constant K depending on y / ila~ measures the
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mutual gravitational interaction influenced by both a and Y .

Finally the stability condition stated in L^t: • -^ of the general

relativistic De Sitter and Friedman soVil.ions turnt ; ne a consequence of

the embodiment of Nach's universe in Riemannian geometry.
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